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DOSING FILTER AND STORAGE 

Siamo una società leader in realizzazione di pompe dosatrici e soluzioni di dosaggio 
e trasferimento di liquidi chimici di qualsiasi tipo.
Produciamo pompe dosatrici meccaniche elettriche a pistone o a membrana e
accessori da montare sulle linee in mandata e aspirazione come, 
Valvole di contropressione, Valvole di sfioro, Filtri in aspirazione e quant'altro 
posso essere necessario al buon funzionamento delle pompe e del sistema
di dosaggio nel suo insieme.

 

Si realizzano sistemi di dosaggio completi partendo dal progetto fino alla
realizzazione al collaudo e alla spedizione

We are a leading company in the production of dosing pumps and solutions 
for dosing and transferring any kind of chemical liquids.
We produce mechanical electric piston or diaphragm dosing pumps 
and accessories to be mounted on delivery and suction lines such as, 
back pressure valves, relief valves, Suction filters and anything else that may 
be necessary for the proper functioning of the pumps and 
the dosage system as a whole.

Complete dosing systems are created starting from the project up to realization, 
testing and shipping
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Metering Pumps 

Body in alluminum or 
in TechnoPolymer

DIAPHRAGM  PLUNGER

Solenoid Pumps 

DIAPHRAGM  

Body TechnoPolymer

Body in PP,PVDF,AISI316

DOUBBLE DIAPHRAGM  

ODD Pneumatic Pumps
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FILTRATION
 

Filtration solutions for all applications
on basic and alkaline acid fluids, 

specific applications for 
swimming pools 
and for many industrial treatments.

Filters and filter holders in steel 
and plastic with attachments 
of all sizes also according 
to customer specifications.

Softeners to 
reduce water hardness, 
from household to industrySand 
filters particularly suitable 
for application in swimming 
pools
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POLYELECTROLYTE PREPARATION PLANT
The polyelectrolyte preparation plants 
are used to obtain the 
diluted polyelectrolyte useful for 
flocculation for the specific application.
We supply polyelectrolyte preparers starting 
from the powder or emulsion polyelectrolyte.

The dimensions of the tanks from the smallest 
of 300 or 500 liters to the largest 
from 7000 to 15000lt.

We carry out a specific study 
of the tub for each size.

The tanks can have 1, 2 or 3 sectors 
and have agitators in all sectors.

The electrical panel is developed 
as a standard with a practical and
very simple operating logic.

In order to make the production 
of diluted solutions with small tanks 
practical and simple, 

DSCPUMPS has developed a dosing pump 
that combines dosing with agitation

Using a single electric motor, 
this dosing pump offers the possibility 
of having a fixed agitation, 
combined with the dosage in regulation 
to obtain always precise solutions.
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ACCESSORIES

Pulsation damper

Back-pressure valve

Relief Valve

Calibration pot Safety valves

for Industrial process

Filter bottom valve

Flowmeters
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